AUSTRALIA NOT DOWN UNDER
A Compass Always Points North
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These men accidentally discovered these conditions and report them as they are. They were not trying to prove that the flat earth, round, square, nebular or chaotic. Unbiased, most valuable witnesses.

In the book, "Nature and Man," by Prof. W.B. Carpenter, pp. 320 and 321, we find this language: "Nothing seems to have struck the Chal- lenger" surveyors more than the extraordinary FLATNESS of that depressed portion of the earth's crust which forms the FLOOR of the great Oceanic area. If the bot- tom of mid-ocean were dry and an observer standing on any spot of it would find himself self-surfaced BY A PLAIN, only comparable to that of the North American prairies. The form of the depressed area which lodges the water of the deep ocean is rather, indeed, to be likened to a FLAT WAILER or TEA TRAY, perforated by an elevated and deeply sloping rise, rather than to that of the basin with which it is commonly confused."

Mark Sullivan of Chicago, a- accompanied President-elect Hoover on his South American trip in 1928. In his report of that trip he states: "We arrived in Argentina at a peak of the Andes with the el- evation of 12,000 feet. Rolling down the Andes for 100 miles, we came upon what here are the foothills, but at house would be the Rockies themselves. They made a belt of vandyked and坐落 fields looking much like Fresno, Califor- nia. That was beauty, but in beauty, in unsalubrious, beauty of gar- den and beauty of canoos com- pared. Level, Level, Level, and now and then a row or two of apples blossoming and an orchard of apricots.

At this point I wish to esquise statements from Dr. Frederick A. Cook, Capt. R.E. Peary, and Rear Adm. Amundsen, Arctic and Antarctic explorers:

Cook said: "We reached the Pole on April 21, 1908, and nort- for the first time in the physical conditions above the Pole of the Globe." Both Cook and Peary use identical expressions to describe the con- ditions they found "about the Pole of the Globe." Each said he found "a sea of moving ice. No lands. No life. Large, level, cold ice fields."

This information is given in a booklet entitled, "The Case of Dr. Cook," by Capt. H. Fairbank, published by The Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago, III, who comments thus: "If there was never anything in the sea between the North Pole and 87\(^\circ\) 47' north but "a smooth sheet of level ice" as Cook reported, Peary could not have covered the intervening 133 geographical miles in two days and a few hours... with its unique flat sur- face.

Here, then, is an area of at least two degree distance on ei- ther side of the pole, "about the Pole of the Globe," or a tract of 266 miles diameter that has "an almost absolute independence upon... heat and moisture... open water... a solid ice sheet... elevated and deeply sloping... flat when wet... a level, a wall... none of its shores except what man is able to build for himself."

Here are the exact words of these explorers declaring the flat- ness of the region about the pole.

It is perfectly plain from these statements, that the face of the earth, both above and below toward the ocean's surface, is a plane. This position is strengthened by the reports of aeronauts who have gone anywhere in the West in an air balloon. The London Journal, July 18, 1857, says: "The chief peculiarity of the view..."
A Scot Speaks

Dear Mr. Johnson:

An interesting demonstration that the Earth is round was observed by me recently. It occurred to me if you have not already come across it, you may find it to be of some interest.

Consider that a magnetic compass points North in a straight line. This means that if you face the North Pole, the farther south one travels, the more the compass must be angled towards the ground in order to work. Thus, if an observer were to face the North Pole, it would have to be pointed down at an angle of 45 degrees, and in Australia, it would have to be aimed almost directly south.

Since this is not so, we can only conclude logically, the World must be FLAT.

Keep up the good work!

Yours Sincerely,
Member in Scotland

Ed. Note: More and more through the years this view seems to grow. Perhaps you could qualify as a T.R.I. If you have learned it was because SCOTS are known to have STRONG MINDS, Strong in every way.

A Scot Speaks

Sam, — Mr. Layton still dissatisficed, yet I know he would not come to me confessing an "Atmospheric" squeeze for the poor globe sides of only 27 million tons. Then by multiplication, multiplying the supposed circumference of 25,000 miles by the diameter of the earth, we have a surface something like 207 million square miles, which again must be multiplied by the full weight of the atmosphere, so that we may well wonder why we are not balancing our bodies on the backs of our heads.

What makes the "atmosphere" (a word from the Greek, meaning "smoke of the ball") is said by physicists to be just as high as their theory will allow, 50 or 50 miles, and as a kind of outside ball for the earth whilst squeezing it so terribly, it whizzes far as 1,000 miles an hour, and as fast as the wind horse is quicker than forked lightning around the sun. 

Now, why does the air press down and not blow away? Though atmosphere con- veniently deny anything to be either up or down, there being neither east, west, north, nor, indeed, any direction of the big ball with its air envelope to turn? What makes the "Earth" along the imaginary rails of the annual orbit, do the same thing for its head, our air, astromers don't say, perhaps thinking nobody would ask. 

Proctor, with 22 figs. of his own, or 46, sexillation tons, makes his dopes stick, or heads utterly dust, or swelled, and yet the monster mass flows light as a small cork on a boundless stream of the same ocean. What is the good of the human species? It swells so length to cabbages, etc., whilst sprouted long after tadpoles, and tadpoles begat a donkey, and donkey begat a man.

Dues-Donations

You know dues due January 1: Many have sent in the $5 — but MANY have not (since December issue — no notice). We, therefore, request SUBSCRIBERS SEND IN $5 IT IS THE LIFELINE FOR THE FLAT EARTH NEWS and for THE WORK IN THE WORLD. Since only through the readers can we carry on the work, the-reader is the one who is going to do the job, to be bound to the masses, under the banner of the truth, the hold all the time. He must be able to stand upright and be MAN. AND, a certain percentage of the READER-SHARES, BY SENDING IN DUES DONATIONS ALL NEEDED EXCEPT for those who have been requested to send 24 dues, EVERYBODIES DUES ARE DUE.

Marjory’s Corner.

Life is Uplift, All The Way, But There is Room at The Inn

Does the Road wind up hill or dwelf in the very end? Will the day’s journey take the whole long day? From morn to night, my friend

But is there for the right a resting-place? A roof for when the slow dark hours are slumbering? May not the darkness hide it from my face? Too, too cold are the feet that can rest there. Could you not see that man

Shall I meet other wayfarers at night? Those who have gone before? Then I must knock, or call when just in sight

He will not keep you standing at that door.

Marjory Waugh Johnson

Shall I comfort, travel-sore and weak? Of that I am ashamed! You shall find the food and shelter. With them be for bed and all who seek. Tea, beds, for all who come.

P.S. This pic was made or four years ago in San Francisco, near foot of Van Ness Charles I met in SF in the 60s if you look closely you can see the Golden Gate Bridge.

Personal

Sorry we didn’t get the December issue out but there was a good reason! The greatest woman artist of this century, MARJORY WAUGH JOHNSON was sick. So everything ground to a halt. All letters answered, have vast stock beside me now February 2, 1994. At last will get them answered. It is a huge job. MARJORY, THE ONLY woman artist in the world, with the mind, spirit and character and desire to help the world. Rest of women are no help. She made the Sun rise and set with rings in their noses, into being mere bimbos.

Marjory stands alone, on EARTH as an example to all women and men of being a REAL HUMAN. Has devoted her life to being a helpmate to all GOD’S creatures on earth, two-footed, four-footed, winged and fiery. Marjory’s example and message to women WAKE UP, understand and what we have done to create this evil world, CONCOCTED THE CROWN OF THORNS. We need to say the CRUEL CONCLUSION that “Men know all about earth and heavens with the arrogant game called ‘science’.”

Anyway Marjory had two trips hospital, two weeks in each time. I of course never left the side or day or 20. So my December issue is better. Will be, OK, so full speed for- ward.

Scientific Testimony...

Continued from page 1

from a balloon at a considerable el- evation was the altitude of the horizon, which remained practically on a level with the eye at an elevation of two miles, causing the surface of the earth to appear concave instead of a direct view during the rapid ascent, whilst the horizon and stars remained seen exactly the same. J. Glashier, F.R.S., in his work, “Travels in the Air,” says: “On looking upwards the horizon of the earth, the horizon appeared to be on a level with the eye, and taking a grand view of the whole visible area beneath, I was struck with its great regularity; all was dwarfed to one plane; it seemed flat, too even, apparently artificial.”

M. Campana Testarrio mentions: “The earth appeared as one immense level, decorated with every var- iety of colored, bars and valleys are all passed over without being able to notice anything but an undulation in the immense plane.”

Hear the Aeronaut Effect: “I don’t know that I ever glanced heretofore that the aeronaut may well be the most skeptical man about the rotation of the earth. Philosophy forces the truth upon us; but the view of the earth from the elevation of a balloon is that of an immense terrestrial basin, the deeper of which is di- mensions, and the surface of the earth beneath us appears to recede—actaully sink away—while the horizon gradually and regularly moves to a diversified sloping surface farther to a line that, at the horizon, seems to lean upon the sky. Thus upon a clear day the aeronaut feels as if suspended at about an equal distance between the vast blue oceanic concave, and internally expanded terrestrial BASIN below.”

Fig. 6 presented below, fully illustrates the testimony of these gentlemen, and shows plainly that the view of the earth form a balloon is the direct opposite of what should be seen on a globular surface.
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